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The best way to increase your mental and physical health in the workspace. Flexible furniture for at home and in the
office. Let your creativity loose with our products, don’t just stick to work, use them for whatever purpose seems fit! 

Not a Desk Original 

Flexible standing desk with suction cup
and tree-clip. Work standing or sitt ing with
a peaceful view. 

Not a Desk Elsewhere

Flexible standing desk with tripod. Work
anywhere you wish!
Work standing or sitt ing with a peaceful
view. 

Not a Desk chAIR 

Work sitt ing down with a peaceful view or
transform any room into a workstation at
any moment.

Not a Lamp

The most suitable l ight for every task and
during every time of day, with a built- in
mobile phone charger.

Not a Board 

Save space in meeting rooms or create
your own meeting room anywhere.
Brainstorms were never more fun!





HOW TO USE IT

Web meetings or phone calls - You have 30% more lung capacity when standing. Set up
somewhere quiet so you don't disturb colleagues. 

Isolation - If you are distracted, on average it takes 10 minutes to regain concentration.

Email processing - You can process information better at an inspiring workstation.

Diff icult conversations - If you are standing, you feel more in control and you have more
self-confidence.

Creative workspace in the garden for strategic thinking - If you do what you've always
done you wil l get what you've always got.

Mouse pad - Special mouse pad available for mouse users.

NOT A DESK
ORIGINAL
Work standing or sitting with a peaceful view.
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HEALTH IMPROVEMENT

Back and Neck - The codeword in
ergonomics is movement, ideally every
half hour. Switch between different
workstations and work standing for half an
hour every now and then.

Heart - People who sit for 10 hours a day
are 34% more l ikely to die prematurely
due to heart failure than those who sit for
1 hour a day.

Eyes - Occasional long-distance vision
relaxes the eyes and reduces the risk of
headaches or t ired eyes.

Head - Looking at nature lowers your
stress level by 30% and increases
creativity.

The best way to increase your mental and physical health in the workspace. Flexible furniture for at
home and in the office. Let your creativity loose with our products, don’t just stick to work, use them
for whatever purpose seems fit! 

USP

An extra workstation that takes up no
space and can be set up or put away in an
instant.

Because the height is determined by the
window, you can install i t at any height,
even sitt ing height. It is suitable for
children from 5 years up to NBA players.

More tax-efficient than other furniture
because it is a laptop accessory.

Made from FSC bamboo and recycled
plastic, designed in Ghent.

Mount on a window or a tree.

Can be used as a laptop stand.
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NOT A DESK
ELSEWHERE
Work standing or sitting with a peaceful view.
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HOW TO USE IT

Web meetings or phone calls - You have 30% more lung capacity when standing. Set up
somewhere quiet so you don't disturb colleagues. 

Isolation - If you are distracted, on average it takes 10 minutes to regain concentration.

Email processing - You can process information better at an inspiring workstation.

Diff icult conversations - If you are standing, you feel more in control and you have more
self-confidence.

Creative workspace in the garden for strategic thinking - If you do what you've always
done you wil l get what you've always got.

Mouse pad - Special mouse pad available for mouse users.



The best way to increase your mental and physical health in the workspace. Flexible furniture for at
home and in the office. Let your creativity loose with our products, don’t just stick to work, use them
for whatever purpose seems fit! 
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HEALTH IMPROVEMENT

Back and Neck - The codeword in
ergonomics is movement, ideally every
half hour. Switch between different
workstations and work standing for half an
hour every now and then.

Heart - People who sit for 10 hours a day
are 34% more l ikely to die prematurely
due to heart failure than those who sit for
1 hour a day.

Eyes - Occasional long-distance vision
relaxes the eyes and reduces the risk of
headaches or t ired eyes.

Head - Looking at nature lowers your
stress level by 30% and increases
creativity.

USP

An extra workstation that takes up no space
and can be set up or put away in an instant. 

Because the height is determined by the
tripod, you can install i t at any height, even
sitt ing height. 

More tax-efficient than other furniture
because it is a laptop accessory.

Made from FSC bamboo and recycled
plastic, designed in Ghent.

Can be used by speakers during
presentations, or for standing meetings with
or without a laptop.

So light and mobile, it can be placed
anywhere.



NOT A DESK
CHAIR
Work sitting down with a peaceful view or transform any room into a workstation
at any moment.
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HOW TO USE IT

Meet in public or shared space - It leaves no prints and can be carried on the back (ask
for backpack, not included).

Make temporary extra workplaces - Put it in the aisle or bedroom and store it in an
instant.

Create a mini-workstation - This can be used for tasks that do not require a large work
surface. For example web meetings or writ ing work, you can easily take it outside to work
with a view on nature.

Escape traffic jams - Put it in your car and work on the go to increase your productivity
between meetings.

Lunch bench - Assemble 4 units and have lunch outside.



The best way to increase your mental and physical health in the workspace. Flexible furniture for at
home and in the office. Let your creativity loose with our products, don’t just stick to work, use them
for whatever purpose seems fit! 
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HEALTH IMPROVEMENT

Back and Neck - The codeword in
ergonomics is movement, ideally every
half hour. Switch between different
workstations and work in a different
position every half hour. Strong back
support on the chAIR.

Eyes - Occasional distant vision relaxes
your eyes and reduces the risk of
headaches or t ired eyes at the end of the
day.

Head - A view on nature reduces stress
levels by 30% and increases creativity.
People who do not have their own
enclosed workspace at home suffer the
most psychologically from working at
home.

USP

An extra workstation that takes up no
space and can be set up or put away in an
instant. Can be places anywhere.

No dirty clothes! Thanks to its low weight
and compact folding, it can be stored
inside and does not get dirty l ike garden
furniture.

Easy to store, you can store 20
workstations on 1 square metre so that
when it is busy you can sti l l  give everyone
a space to work.

No cold materials, because the places
where your skin comes into contact are
made of wood, it wil l be pleasant to stay
there even in colder weather.



NOT A DESK
LAMP
The most suitable light for every task and during every time of day, with a built-in
mobile phone charger.
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HOW TO USE IT

Presentations, meetings, reading - Spotlight during presentations, meetings or as a reading
light and everything in between.

Energy increase - The morning mode in the lamp mimics natural sunlight and wil l cause
certain substances in your body to be produced less or more, allowing you to start the day
with more positive energy and also allowing you to concentrate better.

Built- in charger - This is designed according to a standardised protocol so any smartphone
that has this option can be inductively charged.

Structure - The abil ity to change the l ighting during the day allows you to divide the day into
different parts, giving you structure. 

Any time of day - Thanks to the three different colours the l ight can be adjusted to any
moment of the day. You can also dim it as you feel f it.



The best way to increase your mental and physical health in the workspace. Flexible furniture for at
home and in the office. Let your creativity loose with our products, don’t just stick to work, use them
for whatever purpose seems fit! 
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HEALTH IMPROVEMENT

Head - During dark days, l ight stimulates
your biorhythm and thus your mood.
It increases productivity. White l ight is
recommended in the morning to increase
your energy level while orange light
makes you sleep better.
Traditional l ighting is mounted above the
user so a shadow of the eyebrows rests
over the eyes, making it diff icult to read
the user's face. With this lamp, facial
expressions can be correctly displayed at
low intensity and with the best colour
temperature. This gives you a better
feeling while in a meeting.

Eyes - Reading in dim lighting requires
more effort and can lead to tired eyes or
headaches.

USP

The lamp offers three different colours and
the l ight intensity can be continuously
adjusted. White l ight is recommended in
the morning to increase your energy level
while orange light makes you sleep better.

Light can be directed in any direction and
height thanks to the metal f ixture with
three independent hinges.

14 individual LEDs with a special lens
ensure the l ight is spread evenly and you
do not have individual focal points on your
table surface.

The LED technology provides more l ight
than a traditional lamp and uses five times
less energy.



NOT A DESK
WHITEBOARD
Save space in meeting rooms or create your own meeting room anywhere.
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HOW TO USE IT

Brainstorm during long or short meetings - Put the information on the board so you can
discuss thoroughly and come to a conclusion during the meeting itself.

Increase creativity - It is important to have as many impromptu physical meetings as
possible between employees. Creativity is rarely achieved alone, plus these encounters
improve the flow of communication and increase energy in the building.

More space - Replacing the three legs of an original whiteboard and mounting the sign to
the glass frees up space for an additional chair.

Landscape mode - It can also be used as a projection screen.

"If you always do what you always did, you'l l always get what you always got" - Do your
brainstorming session outside and come to new insights (ask for tree-clip, not included).



The best way to increase your mental and physical health in the workspace. Flexible furniture for at
home and in the office. Let your creativity loose with our products, don’t just stick to work, use them
for whatever purpose seems fit! 
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HEALTH IMPROVEMENT

Back and Neck - A standing meeting, l ike
a standing desk, breaks sedentary
behaviour and is good for your neck, back
and heart. The codeword in ergonomics is
movement, ideally every half hour.

Head - Drawing strengthens your cognitive
functions. You can recognise patterns
more easily and it makes you happy.
Physical meetings are physically and
mentally less tir ing than digital meetings.

Eyes - Because the board is larger than a
laptop screen, you can magnify details
which is less tir ing for your eyes.

USP

Low weight, so it can easily be carried with
one arm.

Landscape orientation makes it easier to
write on than a traditional whiteboard or
fl ipchart with three legs.

Can be placed on the table by itself, e.g.
to create mind maps while sitt ing down.

The whiteboard is slightly t i l ted towards
the user which increases the ergonomics.

Mount a whiteboard in your glass meeting
room without using screws.

Possibil i ty to order a clip that allows you
to attach the board to a tree outside.


